ABSTRACT Nowadays, the rapidly developed Internet of Things requires the ability handling information efficiently to deal with the intelligent applications. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs), which act as an important interface between physical environment and Internet of Things, have been applied in numerous applications. As a kind of important application of WSNs, the continuous objects boundary detection is popular in industry. However, the long-term maintenance for the traditional WSNs, which are used to monitor the leakage of continuous objects, is expensive. Thus, we use sparse WSNs to address this issue. But, the inaccuracy of the sparse network is a big problem while the information of continuous objects is used to arrange retreat path for people. To access this problem, we propose our mechanism, which used hybrid network to compromise the accuracy and cost of maintenance. The sensing holes will be detected by using Voronoi diagram, before the network starts to work. After the static sensor nodes get the value of the toxic air, the mechanism can calculate the high variation location, which give weights to the sensing holes, in the static sensor networks. Thus, the sensing holes, which selected by both spatial and data variation factors will be list in a target nodes list for the mobile sensor node. Finally, the optimal path considering both distance and priority for the mobile sensor will be plan out. Experimental evaluation shows that there is an optimal amount of the static nodes decided by the sensing radius and the size of area. And it reduces the energy consumption by the static networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the large amount of smart devices promotes the construction of Internet of Things (IoT), which could simply access to equipments deployed in region of interest [1] . The ubiquitous devices, which could deployed exceed one thousand per square kilometer, generate a large number of data [2] . Thus, the technologies, which could handle the massive amount of data generated by the systems and devices of the IoT, is essential [3] . As a kind of data interface for IoT, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) should generate data efficiently and in low consumption, which reduce the consumption [4] .
In the other hand, with the development of engineering and electronic technology, the WSNs have been extensively used in many domains because of its miniaturization and rich functional [5] . These sensors can organize themselves into WSNs, which detect information from environment and deal with data [6] . It could be used to adopt in various domain applications [7] , including target tracking [8] , target locating [9] , mine monitoring [10] , and boundary detecting [11] . To monitor the natural environment is a leading example of WSNs application, the main purpose of which is to construct an interface for IoT to human living. By the usage of WSNs, we can detect sensor location, acquire the source of pollution and track the boundary of pollution [13] . In this paper, we try to track the diffusion of continuous objects, which represents the toxic air after forest fire or the chemical leakage [12] .
Although sensor nodes are nowadays more powerful in battery, but it's difficult to replace and recharge in harsh and hostile environment [14] . Besides, even battery life time can be prolonged by receiving solar energy and adjusting the argument of the working radio, the life time of the network is limited by the capacity of the battery, and how to plan energy usage is still essential [15] . In the other hand, to promote the precision of the detection, a big amount static sensors will be deployed in the interest area [23] . However, the leakage affair of toxic air is accidental. The long-term maintenance of traditional static WSNs is a waste of resource while the leakage is not happen [16] . It's because, more sensors used in the network, leads to the larger consumption of the energy, and makes it hard to maintain the networks. In general, to decrease the amount of the sensor nodes could reduce energy consumption, time and cost [17] , the amount of sensors should be reduce. Thus, sparse WSNs could address this issue.
However, the sensing holes in sparse WNSs are more than traditional WSNs. Therefore, the technique of sparse network which detect the boundary of continuous objects in precise way is very important [40] . The authors in [18] use the the Voronoi diagram to find the best coverage strategy for sensor networks, in which the Voronoi polygons are regarded as the sensing disks (a circle with the radius of sensing range where the center located at the sensor nodes) roughly. The traditional WSNs used only static sensors to detect the boundary of continuous objects. The authors in [20] , used a dynamic cluster to locate the inner and outer boundary sensor nodes, and linked them into two polygons. However, no matter how the accuracy of the location of the inner and outer boundary sensor nodes is, the real boundary of the continuous objects located in the area between the inner and outer boundary nodes, which is an unknown area [21] . For the application of toxic air, the unknown area can be a fatal problem [22] . If the path for people retreating is arrange as the outer boundary, the time maybe wasted. Otherwise, the path is arranged as the inner boundary, the heath of people maybe suffer by the toxic air. Besides, in the inner boundary of the sensor networks, the density of the continuous objects is not uniform distribution. It's because the diffusion of the continuous objects is affected by the atmosphere situation, the surface of terrain and whether there is a new leakage source [19] . After the leakage of the toxic air, the atmosphere effects the size and density of the continuous objects. After diffusion, the toxic air will distribute along with the surface of terrain. Thus, the high density area will develop to a dangerous area which will damage human health. The static sensors can only provide us the information around itself, which may not near the high density abnormal area.
To address the challenge, we try to use hybrid wireless sensor networks to detect the boundary of the continuous objects. The network is constructed by the sparse static sensor networks, with limited energy, and mobile sensors which have powerful compute capacity and endless energy. The static sensor nodes will detect the objects and draw the inner and outer boundary nodes. Thus, the priority of candidate points for mobile sensors located in outer boundary will be calculated by data variation of continuous objects. Then, the mobile nodes will traverse the holes to complete the sparse sensors network, and provide us more information of the the boundary of continuous objects. Besides, the abnormal data variation area should be detected because either we should know the variation is induce by a rough terrain or a new leakage point. However, the amount of mobile sensors is limited, which leads us to estimate the significance of the sensing hole and the abnormal data variation point. And a synthesis significant estimation system of these points should be build.
The goal of this research is to propose an efficient method to arrange the mobile nodes traverse in sparse sensor networks which has amounts of sensing holes, while balancing the spatial and data variation significance of the target points. The static sensors are assumed that the communication radius much higher than the sensing radius to maintain communication in the sparse networks. We follow a synthesis importance strategy to propose a technique, which includes the following three contributions:
• Locate the initial candidate points which could fill up the sensing holes by Voronoi Diagram before the leakage of continuous objects. By the process of locating, sensing holes are eliminated from static WSNs and the sequence of elimination is the important degree for the candidate points to fill up the holes.
• Adjust priority of candidate points by date variation factor, which is the target points for mobile sensors. After continuous objects diffusion from the source, the boundary nodes could be detected by the communication with one-hop neighbours. The candidate points located in outer boundary will be pick up to evaluate data variation. The data variation points located in sensing disks of candidate points will promote the significance, which decides the priority of target points.
• Arrange the optimum path for mobiles sensors to the target points by taking priority and distance into consider. After the target points are decided, number of target list for mobile node should be pick up by circumstance of application and numbers of mobile nodes. The path is arranged by the priority of target points and distance between points cooperatively. This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents our strategy to find the most important sensing holes to complete. Section III introduces how to estimate the synthesis importance of the sensing holes and the data abnormal points. Based on which, Section IV proposes how to adjust the path of transferring the points which has high synthesis importance. Section V presents the evaluation of our technique. Section VI reviews the related techniques and Section VII concludes this work.
II. FILLING UP THE SENSING HOLES
Due to the presence of sensing holes in sparse WSNs, the detection processing becomes inaccurate. Besides, the increase of gaps between the inner and outer boundary of the continuous objects makes it more difficult to detect the real VOLUME 5, 2017 boundary. Generally, the increase of network nodes density, can fix the problem. However the cost of the sensors can be a pretty penny and there may be some of the sensors never be used.
To discourse the issue mentioned above, we develop a mechanism which uses the mobile sensor node to fix the gaps of the static sensor network. After deploying of the static sensor network, we use Voronoi diagram to decide which points could be deployed a mobile sensor, named candidate points. After the enabled network detecting the continuous objects, the nodes in the candidate group will be changed. The nodes located outside the outer boundary will be removed from the candidate group. The remaining of the candidate nodes, will assign new points which are selected by abnormal value variation between static nodes. The significance of the nodes in the new candidate group, will be measured by the space and variation value of the sensors around the nodes. After the measurement, the nodes will be ranked by the significance. According to the amount of mobile nodes, we select the appropriate amount of the target nodes from candidate group by the significance rank. Then, the optimal path for mobile nodes accessing target nodes will be proposed. 
A. FINDING VIRTUAL POINTS
In this section, we will propose a method to fill up the gap between the static sensor nodes. For the sparse sensor networks, the sensing hole can spread all over the networks as presented in Fig. 1 . We deploy fifty static sensors, with 50m sensing radius, in a 1km square area. There are a large number of sensing holes, which makes it difficult to collect the information about the continuous objects. To compensate these gaps, the authors in [24] propose more static sensor nodes to sense the uncovered area. However, this idea doesn't works every time. In some situations, the points of high density of continuous objects may not be sensed by the new added sensor, because they are far away from the original static sensor nodes. In addition, the more sensors make the maintainer cost more resource to maintain the whole static sensor networks.
In this situation, mobile sensors can be used to discourse the issue. In the sensing networks, the gaps, which appears after the continuous objects arising in zone, can be filled by the mobile sensors. We use Voronoi diagram to determine the optimal position for the mobile sensors. As the number of mobile sensors is limited, we carefully arrange the path to avoid the waste of task time of the mobile sensors by ranking the synthesis significance of all the candidate points. After ranking the list, we select top x points as the target points for mobile sensor nodes according to the number and work period of static nodes. In this section, the Voronoi diagram is used to select the spatial significant points. We define the spatial significance as, the newly increased sensing area bring by the new added point. As displayed in Fig. 2 , we set all static sensor nodes as the seeds of Voronoi diagram, and it represents that any points in the polygons in different colors have no any other sensors can be nearer than the seed. The edge of the polygon is the midnormal of the line between two seeds, while the vertex is the center of circumcircle of the tree nearest seeds. As displayed in the Fig. 3 , the smaller circles A, B, C are the sensing disks with the radius of 50m and the circles are located at points A, B, C. The bigger circle is the circumcircle of the seeds A, B, C and it represents area enclosed by the For the area enclosed by the sensors A, B, C, the center of circumcircle is the best position to deploy a mobile sensor. As shown in the figure, if the mobile sensor were deployed at any other position beside the center of the circumcircle of A, B, C, the sensing disk may have more intersection area with sensing diks A, B, C, which leads the fact that the mobile sensor can't cover the biggest uncover area. We can describe the principle in formula as follow. 
B. FINDING CANDIDATE POINTS
As described in Section II-A, the Voronoi diagram is used to find the best position to deploy the mobile sensor nodes. However, there is no need to deploy a large number of mobile sensors, it's because the amount of mobile sensors is limited by the area of the region of interest. Therefor, the points are both significant in space and value variation will be selected as the target points for mobile sensors. This section will depict the process of selecting the points which are significant in space.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the sparse sensor networks need mobile sensors to cover the sensing holes. Fig. 2 converts Fig. 1 into Voronoi diagram by setting the sensors as the seeds of the diagram, and the virtual sensing disks located at the vertexes of the Voronoi polygons are displayed in Fig. 4 . As shown in the figure, the red points are the vertexes of Voronoi polygons of the sensors, which are also the centers of dash circles which are the sensing disks of virtual mobile sensors.
After the virtual sensing disks are drawn in the diagram, we need to select the virtual sensing disks which cover the biggest uncover area. As displayed in Fig. 5 , the blue circles with black points are the sensing disk of the original static sensor nodes. The cyan dash circles with triangles are the newly increased cover area generated by the virtual mobile sensors. To select the most important points in the space, the virtual sensors which have the biggest cyan dash, will be picked up. As shown in the figure, the virtual sensor points marked in red triangles, which have the biggest cyan dash areas, is the zone of a sensing disk which have no intersection with original sensors. Thus, the virtual sensors located at red triangles are covering the biggest uncover region, the spatial significance of which are the same. To rank the significance of these red virtual triangles, the sum of the distances between the virtual sensors and every static sensors will be calculated. The virtual point, which has longest sum distance pointed by bigger red triangle in the figure, is located relatively faraway from most of static points, which means the virtual sensors has the minimal redundance in cover area with the original sensors. And the shortest point surrounded by the original static sensors is the virtual sensor, which have larger redundance with the static sensors. Therefore the point which has the longest sum of distances is the most significant point in space.
After the first spatial significant point is picked up, it will be add into the original static sensors group which is drawn in Voronoi diagram again shown in significant nodes picked up by the iteration will be added into so called candidate group, and the ID of them will be marked by sequence when they are picked up.
Algorithm 1 Select the initial candidates

Require:
S : the set of sensors in the planet.
Ensure:
C : the set of the initial candidates.
1: while There is still crosspoints out of the sensing disks of the S do 2: Draw the Voronoi diagram G of S
3:
Draw the sensing disks of S
4:
Make an overlay analysis of G and the sensing disks to find the vertexes nodes I of G which are uncover by the sensing disks 5: Find out the point c in I whose circle has the biggest uncovered area by the sensing disks 6: Set the id of c by current number of iteration and add it into C and S 7: end while 8: return C
C. THE ALGORITHM OF FINDING CANDIDATE POINT
In the beginning of the process shown in Algorithm 1, which are proposed to find outs the candidate points, we set every node in S as a seed for the original Voronoi diagram. Then the first Voronoi diagram G 1 is generated by the process (line 2). The sensing area of the static sensors are drawn in the planet (line 3). The overlay analysis of the sensing disk and the G 1 will be take by the process. Thus, the vertexes nodes I of the G 1 which are not cover by the sensing disk of the original sensors will be picked up (line 4). Every point in I will be set as a center of the sensing disk, which will be used to make an overlay analysis with the sensing disks in of the original sensors,to find the biggest cover area of newly increased region (line 5). The vertexes node c 1 located at the center of the biggest uncovered area circle will be added into the candidate group C (line 6). If there were some circles which have the same uncover area, the one which has the longest sum distance of all the nodes in S will be select. Iterate the process above until there is no crosspoints out of the sensing disks of the S. The c 1 is the first candidate node in the set C, and 1 is the id of it which indicates the importance of the candidate. The point which has a smaller ID is more significant.
In the process above, the iteration of drawing the Voronoi diagram will make the time complexity become unacceptable. However, as shown in Fig. 6 , the alternation after adding single new candidate point is just draw the midnormal of the new virtual sensor with the original sensor nodes around it. So there is no need to draw a totally new Voronoi diagram in every turn in the iteration.
By the process above, the candidate points on the plant which fill up the void of the original static sensor network has been selected. If every point in the candidate is deployed a static sensor, the original network will convert into a fullcovered network. However, the number of mobile sensors is limited by the area of region of interest. On the other hands, there is no need to deploy so many sensors in the practical use. It's because the sources of the leakage of continuous objects located are surround by the pipe and storage container, which lead a higher density around these places. Consequently, some of the sensors will be used in a low frequency, which leads a waste of resource, if we used a full-covered network. And it is need to have some methods to rank the candidate points to decide which points are most suitable to deployed the mobile sensors.
III. SELECTING THE TARGET POINTS
After the candidate group has been determined, the monitoring on continuous objects stars up. After continuous objects arising in the region of interest, it takes a period time to defuse in the region. Thus, the distribution information of continuous objects, including the density everywhere in the region and the boundary information, need to be known by us. In the other hand, the value variation of density of the continuous objects need to be detected by the sensors networks, which could used to find the leakage. To achieve this target in the sparse sensors networks, the mobile nodes must be used to not only fill up the void of static networks, but also sense the points where the value variation is bigger than most of the other places. Thus, we rank the candidate points by synthesis significance considering both space and value variation, which will be accessed by the mobile sensors in sequence.
A. FINDING THE OUTER BOUNDARY OF CONTINUOUS OBJECTS
In the sparse sensors networks, there are some situations that we need mobile nodes to fill up the void of static sensor node. After detecting the inner and outside boundary by the networks using the method in [20] , there are so much void between the inner and outside boundary, and the region between them could cause fatal error. To avoid the error, the mobile nodes deployed at an ideal point could be treated as a new inner or outer boundary sensor node, which could offering more boundary information of continuous objects. Before the process of ranking the synthesis importance of candidate group, there is a hypothesis which is the communication range the of sensors is bigger than the sensing range. Thus, the sensor node can be accessed by sink node to read the value of the sensors and communicate with each other by ignoring the sensing holes. After the structure of the static sensors networks are decided, the candidate groups can be acquired by the process in Section II before the continuous objects arising in the region. Furthermore, there are some imperfection in [20] that one-hop neighbours can be faraway from the sensors and there can be other sensors located between the sensors and their neighbours. To obtain the inner and outer boundary, the neighbours of the sensors need to be known by the networks, that is to make the planarizartion for the whole sensor networks. The method of RNG planarizartion is depicted in [40] . The sensors which are not satisfied with the principle of RNG planarizartion will be deleted from the neighbour lists shows in Fig. 7 . If there were a point C located in the intersection of circle A and B, then the point B will be deleted from the planarizartion neighbour list of A, and A will be deleted from list of B. Thus the outer boundary can be depicted in Fig. 8 . In the figure, the points in wine red are the inner boundary nodes, and the points connected in wine red line are the outer boundary nodes, and the black line is the real boundary of the continuous objects. As shown in the figure, there are many FIGURE 9. The candidate group located in the outer boundary will be selected to join the calculation.
void in the networks. And it's no need to take the candidate points located outside the outer boundary into consideration. Thus,
Where C is the set of the initial candidate nodes selected by Section II. B is the set of point that located inside the outer boundary. C' is the set of initial candidates located in the outer boundary. This is because the outer boundary is the maximum range of the continuous objects. Thus, the candidates outside the outer boundary can never detect the objects in this time slot. I is the set of midpoint of the Voronoi polygons' edges of the static networks and I' is the points located inside the outer boundary. Consequently, V is the union of the C' and I which denotes all the candidate points and value variation points that we need to inspect. And the candidate group in the boundary is shown in Fig. 9 , which are drawn in blue.
B. CALCULATING THE VARIATION RATE
In this section, we will calculate the data variation rate of are between the sensors to decide where should be paid more attention by the networks. Because there are many sensing wholes distribute in the spare networks, the value variation of density of continuous objects is fuzzy in these wholes. However, limited by the numbers of the mobile sensors, the sequence of the mobile sensors accessing the wholes need be decided by the value variation rate and whether if there is a candidate point or not. Besides, the points, whose data variation of which is big enough, will be add into the target list.
The data variation of a sensing whole should be calculated by the value of the sensors around it. We define the neighbor sensors is the sensors around the wholes. Thus, sensors s i are in the set S which is the set of initial sensors, the value variation between s i and it's neighbor n ij in the neighbor list N i is depict as the follow,
Where the var ij is the variation rate between the sensor s i and its neighbor n ij , the value is the difference between the two neighbors in density value and the distance is the distance between s i and n ij . We set the variation points are located in the midpoints of the edges between the s i and n ij . Thus, the variation points displayed in the Fig. 10 . As we can see in the figure, there are many points near the candidate points, these points could promote the synthesis significant of the candidate points nearyby. And in the next part, we will select the target point by the synthesis significance. 
C. RANKING THE CANDIDATE NODES BY SYNTHESIS FACTOR
In this section, the target nodes will be selected by both spacial and data variation factors. In the Section III-A, the C has been selected, which can be assumed that there are k nodes in the set. We set there are k level, and set the weight value from 1 to k of candidate points. The smallest id of the candidate point, which is the most significant point in space, has the highest weight value.
It means that we can dived the the m points into k levels on every interval by the value of the var. After setting the level of the variation points, we can see many points located in the sensing disks of the candidate points. Thus, it indicates that the area enclosed by the sending disks of the candidate points also have a larger data changes. So, the significance of the candidate points should be set by not only the significance of spatial but also the extent of the value variation. The synthesis importance is set as,
Where l s is the spacial weight of the nodes, and the l d is the data variation weight level. α and β are the coefficients denoted by the application. Thus, synthesis weight l of every nodes in C can be ranking into a list. According to the numbers of mobile sensors and the task period of the static nodes, we can selected different number of nodes in the ranking list as the target nodes.
However, in the same sensing disks of candidate points, there can be multiple variation points, thus we should merge the variation levels of them. It will be set as,
Where the var is the variation extent after merging, which will be used in Formula 8. And the var 1 to var n is the variation value of the variation points located in the the same candidate circle.
Algorithm 2 Ranking the candidate
Require:
C : the set of initial candidate nodes. S : the set of static sensor nodes. B : the set area in the outer boundary. Pick up n i for every S i
4:
for j = 1 to m i do 5: Calculate Var ij for every n ij 6: end for 7: end for 8: Divide Var ij into k levels 9: for i = 1 to k do 10: if There are multiple Var ij located in the range of C i then 11: var i = var 2 1 + · · · + var 2 n 12:
Set var i into the k levels 13: end if 14 :
The whole process can be expressed in Algorithm 2. The process selects the candidate points located in the outer boundary first (line 1). Then, the neighbor list of static sensor nodes will be picked up (line 3). After that, the variation rate of significant points will be calculated (line 4-6). All Var ij will be divided into k levels, which is the number of candidate points located in outer boundary (line 8). The line 9 to 15 is used the variation rate to promote the significant of candidate points. If there are multiple variation points located in the range of single candidate point, the Var ij will be merged up and re-divide it into the k levels (line [10] [11] [12] . After that, the synthesis levels of the candidate points will be calculated by spatial and date significance (line 14). 
IV. ARRANGING THE OPTIMUM PATH OF MOBILE SENSORS TO TARGET POINTS A. THE NUMBER OF THE TARGET LISTS
In this section, we will arrange a optimal path for the mobile sensors from random location to every target points selected in section III. As shown in Fig. 11 , the points in black and marked with numbers is the ranking list of the target points, the numbers of the target points is 39. However, the number of target points which can be accessed by the mobile sensors is decided by the velocity and amount of the mobiles sensors. In another word, it's decided by the how much points the mobile sensors can access in a task period of the static sensors. If we set the task period is half an hour, the date of the target points access overtime is useless. Besides, the target points with high synthesis weight, should be selected in high priority. Thus, the number of target list should decide by the velocity and size of the area. In this situation, the size of the area is 1000 × 1000 and the velocity of the mobiles nodes is about 20km per hour. If we have only one mobile sensor we can set numbers of target points accessed by the mobile sensors is 10. Thus, the ranking list of the target points will be cut after the 10th points. The formula can be displayed as follow:
In the formula, the num is the number of the target points we can select from the ranking list. The V is velocity of the mobile sensor, and the L is the length of the side of our research area. It means that the mobile can run side to side num times, which is the worst path assumed.
B. THE OPTIMUM PATH OF THE MOBILE SENSOR
After we select num targets points we can decide the path of the points. If we arranged the path by the synthesis weight of target points, it deployed as Fig. 12 . We can see the path is not good. To access the higher weight target point, the mobile sensor will move to the point ignoring the less higher one, even the point is near with the current location. Thus, the total distance will be two or three times longer than the shortest distance which ignores the priority of target points. It's necessary to find a method which access the point according to not only the weight of priority list but also can make a tradeoff in total distance.
Thus, we treat the target points as a complete graph G =< V , E >, where V =< 1, · · · , 10 > are the vertexes with its ID of the diagram and the w id is the weight of the synthesis weight of the nodes. And the edges is denoted as < i, j >, the weights of is denoted as w i,j which is calculated as the absolute value of the difference between the two vertexes. And d i,j is the distance of the edges < i, j >. The processed will be displayed as Algorithm 3. The initial position of the of path is set as the vertex V i , which has biggest weight (line 1-3), and the w i,j > threshold edges will be delete from the set E (line 4-10). Then,the next target point V j will be searched from the list G, and edge of which has the smallest d i,j between the V i and the one itself. After that the edge will be deleted from the set E. Finally, the V j will added to the path P, and the V j will be set as V i for next iteration (line [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Then V i , V j will be deleted from the set V and the edge between them will be deleted from E.
After the process, the optimized path for the mobile node to traverse the target points is displayed in Fig. 13.   FIGURE 13 . The optimized patrol path of mobile node, which decide by the both of priority of importance and the distance between every singe target point.
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
A prototype has been implemented in a Java program and experiments have been conducted for evaluating the VOLUME 5, 2017 for j = 1 to num do 6: if w i,j > threshold then 7: Delete the edge < i, j > from the set E 8:
end if 9: end for 10: end for 11: Record the V i as the first path node 12: while G = null do 13: for j = 1 to num do 14: if d i,j is smallest then 15: Add V j into P 16: Delete V j from G 17:
end if 19: end for 20 : end while 21: return P performance of our technique. Experiments are conducted on a desktop with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2400 CPU @ 3.10GHz, a 4GB memory, and a 32-bit Windows system.
A. ENVIRONMENTAL SETTINGS
Parameters setting for our experiments are presented in Table 1 . As mentioned above in Section IV-A, we set the interested region as 1000 multiple 1000, and the sensing range will be set as 50. The number of static sensor will be set as 20, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200, which will be deployed in three types. The uniform distribution will make the sensors deployed in the center of many grids which has the same edge length. The evaluation of this distribution will show us the performance of our mechanisms in the ideal status. The random distribution makes the sensors to distribute randomly in the interested region. The other is semirandom distribution, which will divide the interested region into four quadrants. One of the quadrants will be deployed 40 percents amount of the whole sensor. And the the quadrants next to it will be deployed 25 percents sensors respectively, and the quadrants located catercorner will be deployed the last 10 percents. Thus, when the source of the continuous objects are fixed position, the semi-random distribution could show us the performance of the algorithm in different relative location with source.
The source of the continuous objects will be located in the four quadrants, in which we could see the impact of the relatively location between the resource of the continuous objects and the quadrant in high sensors density. The density value of the continuous objects in every single sensor will be set as a semi-random value, which could be denoted as,
Where the value is the initial value of the sensors. The dis is the distance from the source of continuous objects to the current sensor. The dis max is the farthest distance from the source to the boundary of interest region and the Value max is the value of the source assumed by us which usually is the biggest value in the networks. The random is a random seed from −1 to 1, which can make the value of the data become unbalance. The dis avg is the average distance of the neighbor nodes to the source. Thus, the simulated value of sensors will be becoming smaller and smaller with the increase of the distance from the source to the current sensor. To avoid the values become too average to edit, we add a random factor to it. The number of target points will be set as 10 that we have discussed in Section IV-A. Furthermore, the formula can be denoted as,
Where the time is the period of static network refresh its data. And in this paper, we set the target node as 10. 
B. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To measure the performance on the target points finding of different numbers of static sensors nodes deployed in the interest area, we set evaluation indexes SS, DS and TS, which are short for spatial 'Space Significance','Data Significance' and 'Total Significance'. The SS is denoted the newly increased area of the target points, which is calculate as,
Where area new is the newly increased area of a single target node and the π × radiu 2 is the unit circle area of a sensing disk. Thus the SS is sum of the newly increased percents of all the target nodes. Correspondingly, there is a parameter to indicate the performance of the increased data variation significance of a single target node, which is describe as follow:
Where the var 1 to var n is the variation points whose value is computed in the Section III-B covered by the single target node, the var max is the max value of all the variation points in the network. The DS calculated by the sum of the variation of single target node. If there is only one variation point covered by a single the target node, the DS will be calculated by,
After calculate DS and SS, the total significants TS will be denoted to evaluate performance of our mechanisms. The formula will be,
Where the α and β is the parameter set by us, which is use to denote the important factor in the specific senario. In our senario, the two parameter will be denote as 1. The Fig. 14 displays the performance of our mechanisms. As shown in the figure, the performance of SS in our mechanisms on different deployment presents the same trend. It's decreasing with the increasing of the amount of the sensor nodes. It's because when the static sensor nodes are sparsedeployed in the interest area, the newly increased area of a single target node can approximately be a unit circle. The newly increased area will be decrease with the increasing of the amount of the static sensor nodes. We can see the DS of balance deployment will trend to 0 after the nodes became 160 while the random deployment will not. It's because there is no the newly increased area after the density of the sensor nodes increase to a threshold. However, the random deployment makes large sensing holes existing in the network.
The performance in DS of our mechanisms in different deployment presents the same trend either. It's increasing with the amount of the sensor nodes. Thus, there is an optimum value of the amount of the sensor node to make the efficiency of the whole network become best tradeoff. As shown in the figure, 60 static sensor node can be the be optimum amount of the static sensor network, and the random deployment can be the best deployment.
The time consumption of our mechanisms will be calculated in this paragraph. We divide the process of our mechanisms into two parts to calculate the consumption. The first part of the process is finding the target nodes, and the second is to find the optimal path to access all the target nodes. The time consumption for different type of deployment from 20 nodes to 200 is shown in Fig. 15 . As shown in the figure, the target searching time is increasing with the amount of nodes before the number of node reached 120. After the number of the nodes get 120, the search time will be decrease. It's because there will be more and more time for the process to draw the Voronoi diagram again and again while the amount of the nodes is increasing. After number of the nodes reaches to the threshold, there is no need to draw more Voronoi diagram because the initial nodes cover all of the intersection points of Voronoi polygons. The optimal path searching time is increasing with the increase of number of nodes and it presents a linear time complexity. In the last the total time shows up the tendency of the target searching time. It's because the optimal path searching time is much less than the time consumption of the target searching time.
The evaluation of our optimal path method is to evaluate the performance of the optimal path method on the total distance. In Section IV-A we introduced the method to find the optimal path in different threshold. In this section we will evaluate the performance of different threshold to find the most suitable one for our scenario. The threshold is depicted as follow, gap = w max − w min (17) The w max and w min is the maximum and minimum value of the edge of the complete graph mentioned in section IV-A. Then we set the threshold as 0.25gap ,0.5gap and 0.75gap to test the performance. As displayed in Fig. 16 , the more strict the threshold leads to instability in total distance. It's because the low tolerance make the problem simulated like the problem to find the shortest path, while the high tolerance make it like find a node decrease progressively. The performance of high tolerance depend on the selection of target nodes, so the random initial data makes the result instable. In the opposite, the low tolerance makes the mobile node access the low wight nodes preferentially exorbitantly. To make the threshold more clearly, we divide the gap into 0.1gap, 0.2gap ,· · · , 1gap, and measure the total distance of them. The figure is shown in Fig. 17 . As displayed in the figure, the performance on 0.6gap is stable and has a relate short path, so it's the optimized threshold in our scenario.
VI. RELATED WORK
Tracking targets is the basic function of wireless sensor network, while there are two kinds of object should be detected by the WSNs. The one is the single target, the speed and location of which could be monitored by the WSNs [25] , [26] . The other is continuous objects, which is research hotspot in recent years. Different from the single target, the continuous objects distributed in large area, and will diffuse to larger area, which makes us can only get indistinct information of the objects. To detect the continuous objects, the sensors must collaborate with each other. Because the prospect of detecting continuous objects are popular, there are more and more scholars spent their time on this issue [26] . In [27] , Marques builded a decay model of the density of continuous objects to locate the source of the toxic air. It proposes a method to collect the information of continuous objects by single sensors node, which could detect the density of the objects. The authors in [28] use least square method to calculate the location of boundary. The evaluation of the method indicates the truth that in high uncertainty environments it pays off to use a large number of sensors in the estimation, whereas in low uncertainty scenarios a few sensors achieve satisfactory results. The authors in [29] use the difference of time on which the signal of toxic air spread to the WSNs to locating the source. This mechanism calculates the wight of the sensors location to estimate the location of the source. All of these research are contributing on the domain of source detecting of toxic air, which is a kind problem of detecting continuous objects and they can not detect the diffusion information of continuous objects.
Besides, detecting the source of the continuous, the more important problem is to know the boundary of the continuous objects, which could guide the disaster victims arrange the retreat path in emergency to avoid casualties. Ding assumed the existing of the fault sensor nodes in [30] , and defined the standard of the 'fault' is whether the value of the current node deviate from the nodes around it. And the authors address the problem with two steps, the first is make sure which sensor nodes are fault, and the second is detecting the boundary with the existing of fault nodes. In [31] , they proposed the distributed algorithm which use ID to find the boundary sensor and draw these sensors into a face which make the planarizartion of the sensors network.
The [20] is an important research in the boundary locating. The mechanism DCSODT is based on the sensor clusters. There are two important stages in DCSODT, handling the cooperation data and reporting the target location. The former is relative with the amounts of the reporter nodes and the later is relative with the location of relative node. In the stage of handling the cooperation date, the main propose of DCSODT is to pick up the node to report the event, which are located in the boundary of the continuous objects. DCSODT picks up the reporter who has one or multiple single-hop neighbors nodes are non-event node. All the reporter nodes organise themselves into clusters. The heads of the clusters will send the location of the reported in the same cluster to the sink. With the diffuse of the continuous objects, the boundary will exclude the previous boundary node. Thus, the boundary will change and the reported node will modified even split when there are too many report in the same cluster, and the current head will select the new head which is located at the center of new cluster. After that, the new cluster will gather the information from all the new reporter in the same cluster and send it to the sink. Then the boundary of continuous objects can be estimated by the sink.
Because of the lack of scalability of DCSODT, which lead the reporter increasing with the number of neighbor node. The authors in [32] proposed the SCOOT, of which in the stage of handling cooperation data the process imports two algorithms to make sure an event sensor node whether will make contribution on the detection of boundary. It indicates that the reporters must be the necessary nodes of the boundary locating. In the stage of reporting the location, reporters communicate with the sink after the information has been gathered. SCOOT also take into consider of the situation that the sensing hole will arise after the diffusion of objects. However, the deficiency of SCOOT is that the mechanism can only give us the outer boundary sensor nodes but not the precise boundary of the continuous objects.
Detecting the boundary needs large amounts of inner information exchange in the sensor network and the cooperation of the multiple sensor nodes. It consumes high energy of the sensor network while the exchange of information is happening. To decrease the energy consumption, the authors in [33] propose ECOT, which include three strategies. The first is boundary node recognition strategy, which make the boundary sensor node detecting the objects by modify its sensing range, but not exchange information with neighbor nodes. It avoid the unnecessary energy cost in the exchange when detecting the boundary. The second is node picking strategy, which will pick up the representative boundary nodes to gather the boundary information and send the information to the sink. The third is objects location strategy, which makes the sink gather the information, with which the sink could locate the boundary and make sure the shape of the continuous objects. ECOT deduces the energy and memory cost of nodes communicating with each others.
The authors in [34] proposed the CODA which promote the detection and tracing ability of every single sensor node. CODA constructs numbers of static sensor network clusters in the process of deploying the sensor networks. While the sensors nodes detecting the target objects, they will send the information of the target to the heads of their clusters. After receiving the information, the heads deal with them by a function to make sure the boundary information of the continuous objects. The dynamic cluster will be formed by these heads, and the cluster will send the boundary information to the sink. The advantage of CODA is that the dynamic cluster report the boundary by the information of the heads of the static cluster, which deduces energy consumption in the information exchange when the boundary decision happens by the nodes.
The authors in [35] proposed a localize contour line mapping algorithm, which will draw a contour line map with the incessant data collection by the sensor nodes. It could decrease the energy and resource consumption by decrease the data exchange and it will not decrease the precision of the contour line. The authors [36] promoted this idea. They proposed a diffusion model to simulate the any type of singlesource continuous objects. And they proposed GDSM algo-rithm which can not only show the boundary information of continuous objects, but also can monitor the global distribution status in real time. The GDSM uses BP neural network to simulate the distribution of continuous objects by the data of the first time slot. After training the BP neural network, it can get a good simulation results in real time with a few sensor nodes.
The authors in [37] proposed DEMOCO to access the consumption of inner exchange of the information in the process of monitoring real time objects between the sensor nodes. The algorithm monitors only the area near the boundary of mobile event, thus the consumption will be low and the life cycle of the sensor network will be prolonged. The authors in [38] and [39] proposed a two-layer network to detect the target. The sparse network will be built to acquire the exist of the event. After that, the network will be transform into a dense sensor network to make precise location of the target.
The authors in [40] propose a novel boundary detection method with planarization algorithms like RNG and GG. After the process detect the inner boundary nodes and outer boundary node, the planarization algorithms will be used to divide the unknown region between outer and inner boundary into multiple faces. However, the large amount of sensors are still needed to maintain the networks, which take an expensive cost in a long-term monitor.
In summary, all of the boundary detection method to monitoring continuous objects has its own disadvantages. The precise boundary information based on the high density of the nodes can be detect absolutely. However, there is no need to deploy a high density sensor network in some situations because of the consumption of the resource in the network. Therefore, we propose the hybrid network based algorithm to detect the real boundary of the continuous objects instead of the density static network. It is a compromise method between the accuracy and the cost of money and energy. In our method, we use Voronoi diagram to detect the sensing holes in the network and calculate the weight of the holes to make sure which are the target nodes should the mobile node move to. Thus, the accuracy of the diffusion status information will be promoted while the consumption would not increase.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this article we propose a mechanism to select the optimum locations for the mobile sensor nodes. Thus, the mobile sensor node can fill up the sensing holes and detect the variation points for detecting the boundary of continuous objects in the sparse network. After the nodes are selected, the optimal path for the sensor will be given. Experimental evaluation shows that there is a optimal amounts for the static sensors nodes in a specific area. It's relate to the sensing radius and the size of the area. Further work can work on the proof on the relationship between the amounts and the radius and the size of the area by mathematics method.
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